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Abstract
This paper presents RealTIS, a Real-time emergent Topic
Identification System for user-generated content on the web
via social networking services such as Twitter, Weibo, and
Facebook. Without user intervention, our proposed RealTIS
system can efficiently collect necessary social media posts,
construct a quality topic summarization from the vast sea of
data, and then automatically identify whether the emerging
topics will be out-breaking or just fading into silence.
RealTIS uses a time-sliding window to compute the statistics
about the basic structure (motifs) variation of the
propagation network for a specific topic. These statistics are
then used to predict unusual shifts in correlations, make
early warning and detect outbreak. Besides, this work also
illustrates the mechanism by which our proposed system
makes early warning happen.

Figure 1: The user interface of our RealTIS system. (1)
Identification of hot topic event; (2) Description of key
words about the event; (3) Development tendency of event;
(4) Motifs;(5) Warning on outbreak of emerging event; (6)
Radar statistics graph of motif sub-graph real-time quantity;
(7) Liaison network of current event users.

Introduction
It is critical to identify an emergent topic outbreak on social
network early and rapidly, both for timely alerting
government agencies and the general public and taking
effective public intervention measures. For one thing, an
emergent topic outbreak on social network tends to reflect
the occurrence of major incident in real world. For
example, when the tsunami struck the coasts of Asia and
East Africa, massive information came forth immediately,
and early warning and outbreak detection would provide a
great help for government in deploying rescue resources,
racing against time to rescue victims, and thus assuring the
safety of life and property(Yang, Yao, and Tu 2020) . For
another, information explosion in cyber space has great
influence on real society. Web popular brand, as a typical
example, is becoming increasingly known and hailed with
more and more consumers post, comment, and forward the
related content.
Being critical, an early and rapid identification of
emergent topic outbreak is also a challenging task. There is
in fact a consensus among researchers that emergent hot
topic event usually experiences a development cycle of
three phases: latency, diffusion and recession, which is also

confirmed by Xie et al. (Xie et al. 2010) who further
divides the period of diffusion into three sub-phases:
gemination, acceleration and maturation. In his study on
how to extract the sequence of key events in a news story
from the raw numbers of tweets and retweets that take place
during these events, Chierichetti et al. (Chierichetti et al.
2014) proposed a heart pulse pattern that is confirmed again
in Meladianos et al. (Meladianos et al. 2015). While these
empirical studies improve the development of topic
identification system, it remains an demanding and
outstanding task to predict, prior to accelerating phrase,
whether a topic is about to experience outbreak or just
about to fade into silence. In relation to this task, we’ve
made two contributions in this study as below:
• We find that the critical factor in determining whether
a topic is about to outbreak or fade into silence is the
formation of key network basic structure in the process
of circulation, i.e, motifs structure(Milo et al. 2002) of
specific category.
• We develop RealTIS, a real-time emergent topic
identification system. RealTIS system can efficiently
collect necessary social media posts, construct a quality
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Figure 2: The RealTIS system consists of two parts: (a) Back end: sub-system of detecting emergent event; (b) Front end:
sub-system of warning about event outbreak.
topic summarization from the vast sea of data, and then
automatically identify whether the newly emerging
topics will be breaking out or fading into silence based
on the motifs structure of network, degree information
and quantities of tweets. The user interface of our
RealTIS system is shown in Figure 1.

using hashtag labels in an incremental way each and every
new cycle (usually 1 day). Figure 2(a) illustrates the
normalized number of tweets with hashtag #Brexit vs.
normalized number of motifs in the social networks made
up of users who at least posted one tweet with hashtag
#Brexit. To explore which motifs best predict the
development of topic #Brexit, as shown in Figure 2(b),
we compared the cumulative distribution of normalized
number of tweets with hashtag #Brexit vs. cumulative
distribution of normalized number of motifs. Using KL and
Euclidean distance to measure the similarity of cumulative
distribution, it is found that the variation of motif 4 is a
good indicator to tracking the topic #Brexit. In Figure
2(c), the users belong to motif 4 highlighted in red in a
sample social networks made up of users who at lease post
one tweet with hashtag #Brexit. Similarly, we find that
the variation of other network topics is also closely
correlated to variation of one or several basic network
structures (motifs).

System Design and Results Analysis
RealTIS is made up of two major components:
• Detection technology of emergent event. Identifying
events in real time on Twitter is a challenge, due to the
heterogeneity and immense scale of the data. To address
this challenge, we’ve developed an AP incremental
clustering algorithm to detect and track topic
development in an incremental way while incorporating
new tweets regarding the topic at the same time(Frey
and Dueck 2007).
• Warning technology of event outbreak. We find that
the outbreak of an event is always related to the
formation of several specific types of basic structure
(motifs). We thus use a time-sliding window to compute
the statistics about the basic structure (motifs) variation
of the propagation network for a specific topic. These
statistics are then used to identify unusual shifts in
correlations, make early warning and detect outbreak.
To illustrate and evaluate our methods, we built a tweet
collection corpora which contains about 4 millions of
tweets from January 20, 2019 to August 30, 2019. As an
example, our proposed RealTIS, first of all initializes the
topic of #Brexit and traces the development of the topic

Impact and Future Work
RealTIS works well in blocking the well-targeted rumor
attack, for example against a particular celebrity or
company. It can also assist governments in observing the
impact of hot topic event on twitter and preventing the
outbreak of those events which would otherwise negatively
affect social stability. In the future, we will build a bigger
corpora of twitter events with a complete development
process with the view to promoting the performance of our
system. Relevant demonstration videos can be found on
https://youtu.be/Lr0zqMDKprM.
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